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after the death of legendary actor Christopher Walken, the King of Cool is making his way into the Marvel
Cinematic Universe. Walken, who portrays Johann Schmidt in the upcoming Avengers film Infinity War,
has a central role in the blockbuster's upcoming climax. The actor has been tapped to play an elder
statesman of the Hydra cult who assists Thanos with the weapon that will kill half of the universe. "He's in
the final battle scene," Marvel Studios president Kevin Feige tells The Hollywood Reporter. "It's
incredible." Arriving after a decade-plus-long run as a supporting player in independent flicks, Walken
now has the role of a lifetime. Walken was originally cast in 2016 as the right hand man to the villainous
Mads Mikkelsen in Dan Gilroy's Dan Le Batard-directed drama "The Boys" (which can still be seen on
Netflix). Walken took that role, but the film never found a release after the actor left the project following
the August 2017 death of his wife. Walken remained under contract to Marvel Studios, however, which is
where he's been since. "The gentleman is incredible," Feige says. "He's been a part of the family for more
than a decade and we look forward to his continued involvement with us." Avengers: Infinity War opens
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